Foreman - Refactor #31551
remove ovirt_use_v4 from oVirt compute resource attributes
12/24/2020 11:23 AM - Shira Maximov

| Status: | Closed |
| Priority: | Normal |
| Assignee: | Shira Maximov |
| Category: | Compute resources - oVirt |

Pull request: https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8220

2.4.0

Associated revisions
Revision d7cf0967 - 12/24/2020 01:54 PM - Shira Maximov
Fixes #31551 - remove ovirt_use_v4 from oVirt CR attributes

History
#1 - 12/24/2020 11:25 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8220 added

#2 - 12/24/2020 01:54 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.4.0 added

#3 - 12/24/2020 02:01 PM - Shira Maximov
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset foremanid7cf0967068719e7682b599ab1ebf21d780ace534.

#4 - 03/18/2021 08:48 AM - Tomer Brisker
- Category set to Compute resources - oVirt